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a b s t r a c t

Fractures at Raplee Ridge, a 14 km long monoclinal fold of Pennsylvanian sedimentary rock in southeast
Utah, are examined to determine their sequential development and to explain the mechanical
relationships among the three primary fracture sets and the fold. Folding is attributed to slip on an
unexposed thrust fault of Laramide age. Fracture orientations were measured at 98 sites and fracture
patterns were mapped at 8 sites on two sandstone and two limestone units of the Rico Formation,
revealing at least four stages of fracture formation. Stages 1 and 2 occurred pre-folding and are defined,
respectively, by E–W trending fracture Set I and N–S trending fracture Set II. Set I fractures are
characterized by a unimodal distribution of attitudes, an intermediately-developed outcrop pattern, and
continuous, linear traces on bedding surfaces. Set II fractures have a greater dispersion of orientations
and are poorly-to intermediately-developed. Abutting relationships confirm that Set I fractures are older
than Set II. Stage 3 occurred during folding when NW–SE trending Set III fractures initiated both from
isolated flaws and as wing-cracks due to right-lateral shearing along reactivated Set I fractures. Set III
fractures increase in density as the fore-limb dip increases from 10� to 30�. Later stages of deformation
are characterized by the formation of fracture Subsets IV and V, structurally associated with fore-limb
dips greater than 30�. Fracture Sets I and II are found throughout the surrounding Monument Upwarp
and are attributed to that structure, whereas Set III is attributed to local stresses induced by monoclinal
folding and/or thrust faulting.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Anticlinal folds often form traps for hydrocarbons (Hennings
et al., 2000), and this trapping potential can be influenced by
fractures that function as conduits (National Research Council,
1996; Coward et al., 1998; Haneberg et al., 1999) to channel fluids
into a reservoir (Aydin, 2000) or as pathways to disperse accumu-
lated fluids out of a reservoir (Smith, 1966; Jones et al., 1998). For
these reasons, understanding the association between folds and
fractures has important applications in hydrocarbon exploration
and extraction.

The widespread occurrence of fractures in folded sedimentary
rocks has motivated researchers to propose physical relationships
between fractures and stress distributions associated with the
folding process (e.g. Gilbert, 1882; Murray, 1968; Cosgrove, 2000).
The findings of some recent studies (e.g. Engelder et al., 1997;
Hennings et al., 2000; Bergbauer and Pollard, 2004; Bellahsen et al.,
).
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2006; Gross and Eyal, 2007; Olson, 2007) indicate complicated
relationships involving the remote tectonic stress and both spatial
and temporal variations in the local folding- or faulting-induced
stresses, and suggest that pre-existing fractures may influence new
fracture formation. These findings are at odds with older concep-
tual models (e.g. Price, 1966, Fig. 43; Kelley, 1987, Fig. 4) that
suggest relatively simple geometric relationships between struc-
tural location on a fold and fracture orientation. They also are at
odds with conceptual models (e.g. Stearns, 1969, Figs. 7 and 10;
Cosgrove and Ameen, 2000, Figs. 7f,g,h and 8a) relating a locally
homogeneous stress state that varies with position on a fold to the
orientation and mode of fracturing, based on inferences from rock
mechanics experiments. Nonetheless, these older models, or
modifications of them (Cooper et al., 2006), are used to explain the
formation of fractures on folds (Wennberg et al., 2006).

We show that the older conceptual models are not adequate to
explain fracture development in a reservoir-scale fold at Raplee
Ridge. Drawing on recent studies aimed at establishing physical
relationships between fractures and folds, we characterize fractures
using their orientation and position on the fold, and consider, for
example, abutting relationships to determine relative ages of the
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Fig. 1. A geologic map of southeastern Utah displaying the geographic locations of Monument Upwarp, Raplee Ridge and Comb Ridge. Modified from map by Bump and Davis, 2003.
A white dashed line traces the length of Comb Ridge. Raplee Ridge is outlined with a rectangular box.

Fig. 2. Oblique, aerial photograph of the middle portion and northern end of Raplee
Ridge. The upper right asterisk marks the highest point of the ridge, whereas the lower
left asterisk marks the lowest point. The difference in elevation of these two points is
w370 m and the horizontal distance is w1420 m. The point-to-point distance is
w1470 m.
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fracture sets, their sequential development relative to the folding,
the reactivation of some fractures as the stress state evolves, and the
initiation of new fractures as wing cracks. The basis for these
additional interpretations starts with detailed mapping and
geometric measurements, but also employs mechanical concepts
such as frictional sliding, stress concentrations, and fracture
propagation paths.

2. Field area: Raplee Ridge, Utah

The Colorado Plateau tectonic province in the southwestern
United States (Fig.1) is known for its large, well-exposed, and visually
spectacular monoclinal folds (Davis, 1978; Davis, 1999; Bump and
Davis, 2003). The Monument Upwarp in southeastern Utah, is
bounded along its eastern margin by one of these great monoclines,
called Comb Ridge. This structure is interpreted as an example of
Laramide-style deformation, usually associated with ‘‘thick-skinned’’
orogenic processes, during which the folds are induced by thrust
faults emanating from the pre-Cambrian crystalline basement
(e.g. Davis, 1978; Reches and Johnson, 1978; Stone, 1993; Huntoon,
1993; Erslev, 1993; Tindall and Davis, 1999; Bump, 2003). A smaller
monocline, called Raplee Ridge (Fig. 2), is located on the Monument
Upwarp, about 8 kilometers west of Comb Ridge. This field site
provides exceptional opportunities to examine the geometric and
chronologic relationships between this kilometer-scale fold and both
pre-existing and synchronous outcrop-scale fractures.

The fold at Raplee Ridge is interpreted as forming during the
Laramide Orogeny, bracketing its time of formation between the
late Cretaceous period and the Eocene epoch (Gregory and Moore,
1931; Goldstrand, 1994; Bump and Davis, 2003). The fold axis
trends approximately north–south and the cross-sectional form is
asymmetric, with beds dipping up to 40� to the west and only about
5� to the east. As a result, the fold is described in the literature as
both a monocline and an anticline (Ziony, 1966; Delaney et al., 1986;
Stevenson, 2000). It is approximately 14 km long with almost
500 m of structural relief. The gently-plunging southern nose
trends 175� and the gently-plunging northern nose trends 015�,
giving the fold an arcuate shape in map view (O’Sullivan, 1965;
Ziony, 1966).

The stratigraphic units exposed on Raplee Ridge (Fig. 3 and 4a)
are of Pennsylvanian and Permian age (Cross et al., 1899; Jentgen,
1977). Of particular interest is the w140 m thick Rico Formation,
which is composed of thick, red, slope-forming shale layers sepa-
rated by eight erosionally resistant and distinctive layers of
sandstone and limestone (O’Sullivan, 1965; Ziony, 1966). The resis-
tant units that crop out at Raplee Ridge display systematic joint and
fracture sets both in cross section views and on pavements that
expose their tops.

Previous studies on the Colorado Plateau have used the patterns
of joints (e.g. Kelley and Clinton, 1960; Bergerat et al., 1992),
deformation bands, and other small-scale structures (e.g. Davis,
1999; Bump and Davis, 2003) in the sedimentary rocks to interpret
Laramide uplifts and associated monoclines, and to infer the
geometry and kinematics of possible underlying basement faults.
Rather than using outcrop-scale structures to constrain the inferred
basement fault at Raplee Ridge, Mynatt et al. (2007) and Hilley et al.
(in press) used the geometry of the fold itself, determined from
Airborne Laser Swath Mapping (ALSM) data. They employed
inverse theory and the Boundary Element Method, implemented in
the computer code Poly3D (Thomas, 1993; Maerten et al., 2005;
Maerten et al., 2006), to generate displacement fields associated
with slip on model faults with a range of geometries. A displaced
horizon in the model simulated the folded shape of the McKim



Fig. 3. The stratigraphic column of units exposed at Raplee Ridge. Fractures were measured and mapped in the Goodrich, Shafer, Mendenhall and Unnamed members of the Rico
Formation. The exact location of the Pennsylvanian–Permian boundary is unknown and may lie within the Rico Formation. Modified from Ziony, 1966.
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limestone at the top of the Rico Formation (Fig. 3) to constrain the
fault geometry. The best-fitting fold model was associated with
a reverse fault oriented 003�/44�, with 16 km in strike length,
6.6 km in down-dip length, and an upper tip 0.8 km below the
current exposed surface. This suggested fault mechanism for the
formation of the Raplee Ridge monocline is not directly verifiable
because no underlying fault is exposed.

3. Previous Work

This study builds on earlier work done in the region by Ziony
(1966), who mapped fractures at Raplee Ridge and the surrounding
area, including nearby Comb Ridge and the lesser fold at Halgaito
Ridge (Fig. 5). Areas on the map lacking fracture lines have poor
exposure, are inaccessible, or were not visited by Ziony. He iden-
tified two regional fracture sets striking nearly E–W, and inter-
preted them as a conjugate pair. Ziony identified a third regional
set, striking N–S, based on his determinations of relative ages. He
also identified a NW–SE set, spatially associated with the major
structures in the area, including Comb, Halgaito, and Raplee Ridges.

We did not find consistent field evidence at Raplee Ridge to
distinguish the relative ages of Ziony’s first two fracture sets; such
as one set systematically abutting the other. Nor did we find
sufficient diagnostic evidence, such as slickenlines and mutually



Fig. 4. a) Geologic map of stratigraphic units from the Rico Formation (Fig. 3) mapped onto a hill-shaded visualization of ALSM data. b) An elevation map of Airborne Laser Swath
Mapping (ALSM) data of Raplee Ridge. Green dots show locations of 98 fracture measurement sites. Red dots are fracture map locations that have been included in this paper, with
map numbers. The Mexican Hat Syncline and Raplee Anticline fold hinges have been superimposed on this image from the Photogeologic Map of the Bluff-11 Quadrangle by C.F.
Miller (1955). c) Close up of area demarcated by a black rectangle in a) to show detail of mapped stratigraphic units.
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offsetting relationships, to infer that these fractures formed as
conjugate shear fractures. Therefore, Ziony’s first two sets are
relabeled Set I and are shown as E–W trending red lines on Fig. 5.
We have not investigated more than a few outcrops away from
Raplee Ridge, so we offer this interpretation merely as an alternate
working hypothesis for the region. We note that the newly defined
Set I is broadly distributed throughout the region with only minor
variations in strike. Ziony’s third set is relabeled Set II on Fig. 5 and
is indicated by N–S trending blue lines. Set II is restricted to specific
locations in the region mapped by Ziony (1966), and is not present
at all the outcrops where Set I is exposed. Ziony’s fourth set is
relabeled Set III on Fig. 5 and is indicated by NW–SE trending green
lines. With few exceptions, Set III fractures are spatially associated
with the folds at Halgaito, Raplee, and Comb Ridges.

4. Field and mapping methods

Partially fracture orientations were measured at bedrock expo-
sures along the length of the fold, and fractures were mapped and
characterized in detail at a few particularly well-exposed top
surfaces of erosionally resistant limestone and sandstone units.
This new information serves to document the geometries and
chronologies of fractures at Raplee Ridge. Attitudes of about 30 to
50 fractures were taken from each outcrop on the fold (green



Fig. 5. A map of Set I, II, and III fractures around Raplee Ridge, UT. Structure contours are estimated for the top of the McKim limestone. Black lines with arrows are fold hinges,
where the arrows are pointing toward the forelimbs. Four fracture measurement sites west of Raplee Ridge, in nearly horizontal strata, are shown as small black dots and labeled
‘‘Flat Sites.’’ Modified from Ziony (1966).
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circles, Fig. 4b) for a total of 3,697 fracture orientations. Four
outcrops, from nearly horizontal surfaces to the west of the fold
(black circles, Fig. 5), were also studied for comparative purposes.

Detailed fracture maps were made at eight outcrops (Mynatt,
2009), four of which are described in this paper (red circles, Fig. 4b).
These locations represent similar positions in the stratigraphic
section that are distributed over the fold where the structural rela-
tionships among fractures are well displayed. We used the outcrop-
scale maps to identify the relative ages of fracture sets, the localized
occurrence of fractures, the mode of fracture initiation (opening or
shearing) for the different fracture sets, and to determine diagnostic
criteria for the reactivation of pre-existing fractures.

The fracture maps were stitched together in Adobe Photoshop�

using high-resolution, 12 mega-pixel photographs of exposed
bedding tops to create a complete image of the outcrop. Ten to
twenty points on each outcrop were surveyed using a Trimble
ProXH� GPS and a Contour XLRic� laser range finder to accurately
record position locations in three dimensional space. The merged
photographs were orthorectified in ARCmap� using these surveyed
points. The orthorectified images for each of the sites were printed
in large format (w1�2 m) and the fractures were mapped on these
images in the field and later digitized using Adobe Illustrator�.

The geologic map (Fig. 4a,c) of the Rico Formation was made by
combining the ALSM topographic data with field mapping. Large
(w1�2 m) printouts of the ALSM data served as base maps,
allowing the meter-scale resolution of the data to be visualized and
utilized at the outcrop. Each color on the geologic map corresponds
to exposures within the upper two meters of the respective units in
order to constrain the locations of unit tops for use in geometric
modeling (e.g. Mynatt et al., 2007; Hilley et al., in press). Unit tops
were identified in the field and mapped onto the ALSM base maps.
The five mapped members of the Rico Formation (Fig. 3) crop out
both as broad pavements and as narrow ledges protruding from
larger slope faces. All location data was digitized using ARCmap�,
with the pavements outlined as polygons and the ledges demar-
cated by a series of points (Fig. 4c).
5. Overview of fracture-fold chronology

Partially following the definition of Hodgson (1961), systematic
fracture sets are composed of approximately planar fractures that
are nearly perpendicular to bedding, occur at similar orientations
across a significant area, and locally cut across other fractures. We
define subsets as fractures that occur at multiple locations, and
have similar orientations at all locations, but are more sporadic and
limited in areal extent. Fractures of a given set or subset are
assumed to have formed under similar loading conditions that
result in particular initiation and propagation mechanisms (Pollard
and Aydin, 1988). Each of these unique loading states leading to
fracture formation is defined as a deformational stage, and we
identify and describe four at Raplee Ridge. To determine the relative
age of fracture sets, the statistics of the fracture abutting relation-
ships were compiled for each fracture map.

The fracture sets do not bear any systematic relationship to
topography, as would be expected if they formed at or near Earth’s
surface. Fractures that are sub-parallel in strike to nearby, steep
topographic slopes are a common feature at Raplee Ridge, but only
where the topographic slope happens to coincide in strike with one
of the identified fracture sets. Furthermore, the fracture sets have
consistent strikes relative to geographic coordinates throughout
the area (Fig. 5), and are therefore found in all possible geometries
with respect to topographic slopes. All three sets occur strati-
graphically throughout the Rico Formation, which is w100 m thick.
Set I also is stratigraphically continuous throughout the exposed
840 m of section. In summary, the lack of a geometric correlation to
topographic features, the consistent orientation of the fracture sets
across the region, and the stratigraphic continuity of Set I are used
to infer that the fractures formed in the subsurface and not at the
ground surface.

We differentiate three major systematic fracture sets from all
sites at Raplee Ridge using the SpheriStat� stereogram program,
which are consistent with the three fracture sets identified in the
field (Table 1). For comparison, fractures were rotated to show
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attitudes in the unfolded strata, noting that the majority are
approximately perpendicular to bedding. Plotting and contouring
all 3697 orientations together shows three distinct clusters of poles
to fracture planes (Fig. 6a). Set I (Fig. 6b) has a mean fracture plane
orientation of 092�/90� with a spherical variance of 0.05; Set II
(Fig. 6c) has a 197�/88� mean orientation and a spherical variance of
0.072; and Set III (Fig. 6d) has a mean orientation of 320�/89� and
a spherical variance of 0.071. Cluster analysis using the SpheriStat�
algorithm indicates unimodal distributions, suggesting that none of
the sets are composed of conjugate fractures. For example, if two
trial cluster mean orientations are placed arbitrarily on the
stereogram with Set I data, the data are subdivided nearly
symmetrically according to the placement of the trial mean
orientations, rather than being subdivided by any inherent bimo-
dality of the population itself. Each fracture measurement site
(Table 2, supplementary archive) was checked individually and no
fracture set at any site had a bimodal distribution.

The fracture sets are interpreted as those that initiated under
stress states that apparently pre-dated significant folding at Raplee
Ridge, and those that were synchronous with the folding event. We
identify two sets of pre-folding fractures, E–W striking Set I and N–
S striking Set II. These set numbers are based on relative ages
deduced from outcrop observations of fracture abutment rela-
tionships (Table 3), with Set I identified as being older than Set II.
We identify Set III as a syn-folding fracture set striking NW–SE.
Finally, we identify Subsets IV and V that appear only locally and are
also interpreted as syn-folding (Mynatt, 2009).

The chronology of fracturing determined on Raplee Ridge is
similar to that concluded by Ziony (1966). However, Ziony noted
locations where two pre-folding fracture sets mutually abut and
cross-cut, suggesting formation of both sets during a common
deformation stage. The absence of conjugate fractures at outcrops
that were mapped in great detail, and their absence in the statistical
analysis of fracture orientation data (Fig. 6), indicate an important
difference with Ziony’s interpretation. Additionally, newly identi-
fied fractures, Subsets IV and V were found.

6. Pre-folding fractures

In qualitative terms, Set I is the most prevalent of the fracture sets
across the region (Fig. 5), occurring on and between the three folds
(ridges) on this part of the Monument Upwarp. This set is present at
all mapped sites and in all stratigraphic units exposed at Raplee
Ridge (Fig. 3). Both Ziony (1966) and Delaney et al. (1986) noted its
‘‘stratigraphically continuous’’ nature, documenting that Set I frac-
tures cut through multiple units and are present throughout the
exposed stratigraphic column (Fig. 3) in contrast to all other local
and regional fracture sets. For example, Set II fractures are less well
represented or absent in the weakly lithified, red silt and shale layers
(shales 1–7) between the more erosionally resistant limestone and
Table 1
Mean fracture orientations and spherical variances based on individual fracture sets of al
cluster analysis and field observations.

Set Pole to Plane Plan

Mean azimuth (�) Mean plunge (�) Standard deviation of E Mea

Set 1 002 01 0.050 092
Set 2 107 02 0.072 197
Set 3 230 01 0.067 320

Set 1 002 01 0.045 092
Set 2 106 02 0.066 196
Set 3 229 02 0.075 319

Excludes fractures measured away from Raplee Ridge.
N¼ number of fractures measured; E¼Maximum Eigenvalue; Standard deviation of E¼
Note: If the spherical variance¼ 1, there is maximum dispersion of data. If the spherical
sandstone layers of the Rico Formation. Thus, Set I can be differen-
tiated by its stratigraphic ubiquity from Set II.

The unfolded orientations of the three major fracture sets on
Raplee Ridge are shown in Fig. 6. Set I fractures have a lesser
dispersion (0.05 spherical variance) than Set II (0.072 spherical
variance) or Set III (0.071 spherical variance), reflecting that Set I is
more consistently oriented both locally and across Raplee Ridge
(Fig. 7). Additionally, the mapping by Ziony (1966) shows that Set I
orientation is more consistent than Set II or Set III throughout the
region (Fig. 5).

Qualitatively, Set I fracture traces tend to be straighter and
fracture surfaces tend to be more nearly planar than Set II or III
fractures. On outcrop Maps 1, 2, and 3 (Figs. 8–10), Set I fracture
traces are the longest and most continuous, and would be inter-
preted using Hodgson’s criteria as the systematic set (Hodgson,
1961). The quantitative classification of fracture set spacing
proposed by Wu and Pollard (1995, equation 9, Table 1) was
modified to incorporate multiple sub-regions of each map. Spacing
measurements were made directly on the outcrop maps for each
fracture set. Area measurements were simplified by approximately
outlining map boundaries with straight sides, and dividing the
maps into regular polygons avoiding gaps of unmapped sections
when measuring spacing between fractures along a scanline. Each
polygon, or sub-region, of a map was measured individually for
area, A, and spacing, S. The deviations of normalized individual
spacing from the area spacing for Set I on Maps 1, 2, and 3 are 0.494,
0.464, and 0.644 respectively. In other words, Set I fractures are
intermediately-developed. In contrast, the deviations for Set II are
0.575, 0.677, and 0.621 respectively, making them poorly-to inter-
mediately-developed. For Set III on Maps 2 and 3 the deviations are
0.83 and 1.12 respectively, making them poorly-developed. We do
not imply anything about fracture saturation (Bai and Pollard,1999)
here because thickness measurements of the fractured layers are
lacking.

Both fracture Sets I and II appear at more than 100 sites inves-
tigated by Ziony (Fig. 5) away from the three major folds of the
region. We documented these fracture sets at four sites to the west
of Raplee Ridge in slightly tilted (<8� dip) to flat-lying sedimentary
layers. Because abutting relations (Table 3) indicate that Sets I and II
are older than fracture Set III, and Set III is found exclusively on the
fold, we suggest the formation of Sets I and II pre-dates the folding
event. Sites on the fold at Raplee Ridge with near-zero curvature
and low bedding dip, such as Fracture Map 1 (Fig. 8) located on the
backlimb of the fold where the dip is about 5�, contain only Set I
and Set II fractures.

Abutting relationships, for example on Map 1 of the Goodrich
sandstone with a bedding dip of w5� (Fig. 8), overwhelmingly
confirm that Set I predates Set II (Table 3). Fracture Maps 2 and 3
show the exposed top of the Unnamed limestone with dips of w24�

and w30� respectively (Figs. 9 and 10). On Map 2, of the 55
l outcrop sites on Raplee Ridge. Set clusters are identified in two ways: SpheriStat�

e N

n strike (�) Mean dip (�)

90 1605 Sets determined using cluster analysis
88 1188
89 904

89 1600 Sets determined in the field
88 1254
88 843

spherical variance.
variance¼ 0, all data points have the same orientation.



Fig. 6. Equal area stereonet plots of poles to 3697 fractures from 98 sites. SpheriStat� v2.2 stereonet tool was used to plot Gaussian density distribution contours (K¼ 100) and to
perform cluster analyses that statistically distinguish different data sets based on orientation. The cluster analysis attributes 1605 data points to Set I, 1188 points to Set II, and 904
points to Set III. a) Unfolded fracture orientations with density distribution contours. The scale bar indicates the number of points that have significant influence on an arbitrary
position centered within a 1% counting circle. E is the expected count within the circle if the data points were evenly distributed across the net. b) Set I cluster: mean fracture plane
orientation is 092�/90� with a spherical variance of 0.05. c) Set II cluster: mean fracture plane orientation is 197�/88� with a spherical variance of 0.072. d) Set III cluster: mean
fracture plane orientation is 320�/89� with a spherical variance of 0.071.

Table 3
Abutment relationships between fractures measured at detailed mapping sites.

Map Formation Bedding dip Abutment
relationship

Number of
abutments

1 Goodrich oil sand w5� Set I abuts Set II 1
Set II abuts Set I 255

2 Unnamed limestone w24� Set I abuts Set II 1
Set I abuts Set III 0
Set II abuts Set I 54
Set II abuts Set III 11
Set III abuts Set I 42
Set III abuts Set II 4

3 Unnamed limestone w30� Set I abuts Set II 12
Set I abuts Set III 7
Set II abuts Set I 135
Set II abuts Set III 3
Set III abuts Set I 36
Set III abuts Set II 11

4 Shafer limestone w32� Set I abuts Set II 5
Set I abuts Set III 7
Set II abuts Set I 8
Set II abuts Set III 33
Set III abuts Set I 4
Set III abuts Set II 5
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locations where Set I and II fractures abut, there is only one
example of a Set I fracture abutting against a Set II fracture (Table 3).
For Map 3, Set II fractures abut against Set I fractures in 92% of the
cases, further confirming the relative age interpretation for the
regional fractures.

The relatively narrow strike distribution for Set I (Fig. 6b),
implies a relatively uniform orientation of the horizontal principal
tectonic stresses over the mapped area (Fig. 5). Interpreting the Set
I fractures as opening mode (e.g. Pollard and Aydin, 1988), the least
compressive principal stress, s3, was oriented approximately N–S
during the formation of the set. Using the same interpretation, Set II
formed in a regional tectonic stress field with s3 approximately E–
W. This new stress geometry could occur either by a nearly 90�

rotation in the principal stress orientations about the vertical axis,
or by changes in principal stress magnitudes without rotation such
that the E–W principal stress became the least compressive stress.
The greater dispersion of orientations for Set II suggests a lesser
difference in the magnitudes of the principal stresses (Olson and
Pollard, 1989; Whitaker and Engelder, 2005), which would facilitate
such a change. An alternate possibility is that the principal tectonic
stresses did not rotate or change magnitudes, but the Set I joints
induced a local stress rotation of about 90�, facilitating the forma-
tion of the later orthogonal set (Bai et al., 2002).

The significant differences in the geometric characteristics of
Sets I and II may be related to the tectonic loading, but we suggest



Fig. 7. Hill-shaded relief map from ALSM data of Raplee Ridge with rose diagrams of
unfolded fracture strike trends from representative locations on the fold. Red¼ Set I,
Blue¼ Set II, Green¼ Set III. Note that the variation in fracture trend of a given set
between locations tends to be greater than the variation at a given location.

Fig. 8. Fracture Map 1 of the Goodrich sandstone. The average bedding orientation at
this outcrop is w025�/05� . a) A photograph of the outcrop with an outline of the
mapped area. b) Map of Set I and Set II fractures.
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that they arise at least in part due to the presence of Set I during the
formation of Set II. As Set II initiated and propagated, these frac-
tures encountered pre-existing Set I fractures. In some places, Set II
fractures terminated against Set I fractures, but in other places
members of Set II propagated through members of Set I. This
implies that Set I fractures were tightly closed and/or sealed by
secondary cementation at some localities and not at others.
Cements were noted in certain members of all the fracture sets at
Raplee Ridge, but the occurrence, composition, and distribution of
these minerals was not investigated. Local compressive stress
acting across Set I fractures could have been sufficient to hold them
closed and enable cross-cutting at some localities and not at others
(Renshaw and Pollard, 1995).

Another mechanical inference can be drawn from contrasts in
the geometric nature of Sets I and II. Whereas Set I usually is inter-
mediately-developed, Set II usually is poorly-to intermediately-
developed, and is almost absent at some locations. This geometric
difference suggests the effective tension driving Set II was less than
that during the formation of Set I (Wu and Pollard, 1995). This
difference in driving stress is supported by noting the stratigraphic
continuity of Set I and the paucity of Set II in the more shaley layers
(shales 1–7, Fig. 3): often Set II is limited in vertical extent to a single
sandstone or limestone bed. Apparently the effective tensile stress
was insufficient to drive the Set II fractures into the shale layers or, in
many instances, across the older Set I fractures.
7. Folding-related fracture set

The systematic fracture set labeled Set III (Fig. 6d) is structurally
associated with the forelimb of the fold at Raplee Ridge (Fig. 7). It is
conspicuously absent from the nearly flat-lying sedimentary rocks
to the west and east of Raplee Ridge (Fig. 5) and from the northern
and southern noses of the fold (Figs. 5 and 7) where the fold
amplitude, bedding dip, and bedding curvature are least. These
observations suggest that Set III was induced by the folding. Ziony
(1966) mapped similarly oriented fractures on the forelimbs of the



Fig. 10. Fracture Map 3 in the Unnamed limestone. The average bedding orientation at
this outcrop is w184�/30� . a) A photograph of the outcrop with an outline of the
mapped area. b) Map of Set I, II, and III fractures. Lower left, circular inset is a close-up
view of the map section outlined by a dashed circle displaying typical Set III wing
fractures.

Fig. 9. Fracture Map 2 in the Unnamed limestone. The average bedding orientation at
this outcrop is ~175�/24� . a) A photograph of the outcrop with an outline of the
mapped area. b) Map of Set I, II, and III fractures.
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Raplee, Comb and Halgaito flexures (Fig. 5), implying that the frac-
turing histories and mechanisms may be similar for all three folds.

Two mechanisms involved in the initiation of the Set III fractures
have been identified. Some Set III fractures on Map 2 (Fig. 9) appear
as longer, through-going fractures whose initiation mechanism
may involve grain-scale flaws (Pollard and Aydin, 1988), similar to
Set I and II fractures. Other Set III fractures intersect Set I fractures
in a geometry suggesting they formed as wing-cracks (Griffith,
1924; Willemse and Pollard, 1998; de Joussineau et al., 2007; Mutlu
and Pollard, 2008) in response to Mode II shearing along Set I
(Fig. 10). These fractures make an acute angle in the clockwise
direction to Set I fractures at which they terminate. Locally iden-
tified right-lateral offset along Set I fractures is consistent with, and
found in the same outcrop as Set III fractures, which are interpreted
as wing-cracks. Independent evidence of right-lateral shearing
along Set I is shown by offset Set II fractures (Fig. 11a), calcite slicken
fibers on fractures in limestone (Fig. 11b), and en echelon calcite
veins sub-parallel to Set I (Fig. 11c).

The restricted occurrence of Set III to the forelimb of the fold
(Fig. 7) suggests that these fractures are related to an increase in
bedding dip and/or their proximity to the underlying thrust fault.
Set III fracture density has a strong positive correlation with
bedding dip in both the Goodrich sandstone and Shafer limestone
(Fig. 12). Relationships for Set III fractures (Table 3) show abutments
against Set I in 100% of the cases on Map 2 (Fig. 9) and 84% on Map 3
(Fig. 10). The abutting relationships between Sets II and III are
mixed, with Set III abutting Set II 26% on Map 2 and 76% on Map 3.
Thus, while Set III clearly formed after Set I, formation and propa-
gation of Set II fractures likely continued during or after the
formation of Set III.

8. Folding-related fracture subsets

The spatial density of Set III fractures tends to increase with
bedding dip. Evidence of this correlation is supported by fracture
characteristics at forelimb locations with the greatest dip (>30�).
Map 4 (Fig. 13) shows an increase in general fracture density and
fracture complexity from fractures mapped at lesser bedding dips
(Figs. 8–10). Fracture Sets I, II, and III display chronologically
inconsistent abutting relationships, and there are numerous
nonsystematic fractures in varying orientations on this Shafer
limestone pavement. Two systematic fracture subsets, labeled IV
and V, stand out from the nonsystematic fractures because they are
more consistently oriented, and occur at multiple locations on the
fold where the bedding dip is steepest. The two subsets are not
observed to abut or crosscut one another, so their relative ages have
not been determined. However, both subsets consistently abut Set
III and are interpreted to be younger than Set III.

Fracture abutting relationships suggest a more complex chro-
nology among the major fracture sets in strata with steeper
bedding dips (Table 3). On Map 4 (Fig. 13), the number of Set I
fractures abutting Set III fractures is roughly equal to the opposite
abutting relationship. Also, more Set II fractures abut against Set III
fractures than the opposite relationship. These relationships
suggest that Set I and Set II fractures reactivated and continued to
propagate after the formation of some Set III fractures due to
stresses induced during the tilting of the forelimb, or that new
fractures in the same orientation as Set I and Set II fractures may
have formed by infilling (Bai and Pollard, 2000; Bai et al., 2000;
Bergbauer and Pollard, 2004).



Fig. 11. Evidence of right-lateral slip along Set I fractures in the Unnamed limestone.
a) Offset of Set II fractures caused by slip along Set I. Bleaching highlights fracture.
View of pavement surface. b) Calcite slickenfibers on a Set I fracture surface. Cross
sectional view. c) View of pavement surface with echelon veins. We infer that a Set I
fracture is just beneath and perpendicular to this surface with a strike that follows the
midpoints of the echelon veins.

Fig. 12. Plots of Set III density as a function of limb dip for the Goodrich sandstone and
Shafer limestone. Density is measured as an average of Set III fractures per meter from
three linear 10 m transects measured perpendicularly to Set III strike at each site. Dips
are averages of three measurements taken at each site.
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9. Conceptual and mechanical models of fracture formation

We present conceptual block models to illustrate the fracture
evolution at Raplee Ridge (Fig. 14). These models are composed of
three layers, idealized from the stratigraphy of the Rico Formation
(Fig. 3), including a red layer representing shale between two grey
layers representing sandstone or limestone. The grey layers are
erosionally resistant strata which are inferred to be stiffer, that is to
have a greater Young’s modulus of elasticity (Jaeger et al., 2007),
and/or to have a lesser fracture toughness (Anderson, 2005). Stiffer
layers carry greater stress than softer layers when subject to the
same strain or bending (Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger,
1959). Opening fractures propagate more readily in a less tough
layer when subject to the same effective tension (Bai and Pollard,
2000). The grey layers respond to elevated stress during folding by
fracturing and by shearing along pre-existing fractures. In contrast,
the red layer responds in a more ductile manner, dominantly by
plastic flow, resulting in fewer fractures. The interfaces between the
brittle and ductile layers may have been bonded, but bedding
parallel slip may also have played an important role (Cooke et al.,
2000; Couples and Lewis, 2000; Sanz et al., 2007). Arrows, repre-
senting the principal stress directions, are presented for three of
four block models. Compression is positive and relative magnitudes
are s1�s2� s3. These would be effective stresses given pore fluid
saturation, but we only refer to the orientations and relative
magnitudes of the principal stresses.

Fig. 14a shows formation of fracture Set I. During this stage, the
strata remained essentially horizontal. The horizontal least
compressive stress (s3) was oriented almost due N–S and vertical
joints formed striking nearly E–W. We note that opening mode
fractures constrain only the direction of s3. Because s1 and s2 are
restricted to the plane perpendicular to s3, the greatest compres-
sion could have been vertical, due to the overburden weight.
Alternatively, the greatest compression could have been horizontal
and nearly E–W, consistent with the Laramide thrusting that



Fig. 14. Conceptual models of deformation stages and fracture formation at Raplee
stresses. a) Formation of Set I fractures (red) as joints. b) Formation of Set II fractures
Set III fractures (green) form from right-lateral shear along Set I fractures and as ind
(>30�). Subsets IV (purple) and V (orange) form and pre-existing fractures infill and c

Fig. 13. Fracture Map 4 in the Shafer limestone. The average bedding orientation at this
outcrop is w170�/32� . a) A photograph of the outcrop with an outline of the mapped
area. b) Map of Set I, II, and III fractures and Subset IV and V fractures. Many fractures
on this outcrop were not mapped because they are not systematic, as defined by
Hodgson (1961). Set IV fractures may be interpreted as wing cracks due to left-lateral
slip on Set III fractures.
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created the much larger Comb Ridge monocline to the east,
bounding the Monument Upwarp. In this stage, the stress state was
sufficient to cause fracturing across the region mapped by Ziony
(Fig. 5), but apparently was insufficient to activate an underlying
basement fault at Raplee Ridge.

We infer that Set II fractures formed during a second stress
regime some time after Set I and resulted from a local (and perhaps
regional) stress state with s3 orientated approximately E–W, so
that the vertical fractures strike roughly N–S (Fig. 14b). As in Stage 1,
the fractures are interpreted as opening mode (joints), based on
observed surface textures, which formed before significant folding
at Raplee Ridge because they are found on and away from the fold
(Fig. 5). Also, both Set I and Set II fractures are perpendicular to
bedding both on and off the fold. Set II fractures often are limited to
particular mechanical layers, which would be interpreted as having
greater Young’s moduli and/or lesser fracture toughness, and they
are not as consistently oriented as Set I fractures.

A third stage of deformation and a related stress field is shown
in Fig. 14c, with the strata tilted about 15� to represent the early
period of folding at Raplee Ridge. The conceptual model shows
independently forming Set III fractures as well as right lateral
shearing of Set I fractures causing the formation of Set III fractures
as wing cracks. Temporal association of Set III with the folding,
and the possible activation of an underlying thrust fault, is sup-
ported by the absence of this set everywhere in the region except
on the three folds at Halgaito, Raplee, and Comb Ridges (Ziony,
1966). It is worth noting that the local intermediate compressive
stress (s2) is inferred to be perpendicular to the bedding and the
local greatest compressive stress is w30� clockwise from Set I,
Monocline with inferred orientations and relative magnitudes of local principal
(blue) as joints. c) Onset of folding leads to tilting of sedimentary layers (10–30�).
ependently forming joints. d) Continued folding leads to increased bedding dip
ontinue to propagate.
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indicating that the tectonic stress is greater than the overburden
stress. It is also interesting to note that the oblique orientation of
fracture Set III, relative to the trend of the fold axis, is consistent
across the fold.

The conceptual model in Fig. 14d captures many of the structural
events that occurred in the later stages of fold growth. As the forelimb
dip of the fold increased, presumably due to slip on the underlying
thrust fault, fractures in new orientations were created, as evidenced
by Subsets IV and V. Additionally, as the dip of the sedimentary layers
increased, fractures in Sets I and II reactivated and continued to
propagate, often abutting against Set III fractures. This geometry
suggests that the compressive stress across Set III fractures was small
enough to admit opening or slip of the interface, thereby halting
propagation of the reactivated and younger fractures.

The complexity of fracturing during this late deformation stage
indicates a spatially and temporally varying stress field. Likely cau-
ses for these variations in the local stress state are: 1) pre-existing
fractures (Bergbauer and Pollard, 2004); 2) proximity of the fore-
limb to the upper tip of the thrust fault (Sanz et al., 2007); 3) material
heterogeneity, primarily related to differences in mechanical prop-
erties of the sandstone, shale, and limestone units within the Rico
Formation (Sanz et al., 2008); 4) bedding surface slip (Cooke et al.,
2000); and 5) inelastic deformation (Guiton et al., 2003a,b; Casey
and Butler, 2004). The complexity of these variations would increase
with bedding dip as illustrated in recent model studies (Sanz et al.,
2008) and could account for the fracture subsets.

10. Discussion and conclusions

By examining the orientations, abundances, relative ages, and
structural relationships of fractures at Raplee Ridge, UT, we identify
a fracturing history with distinct stages of occurrence of particular
fracture sets and subsets. The proposed multistage evolution of pre-
and syn-folding fracture formation includes the reactivation of
opening mode fractures (joints) by shearing with the concomitant
development of wing fractures, the termination of some propa-
gating fractures against members of older sets, the crossing of other
fractures through previously formed fractures, and the infilling of
some pre-folding fracture sets on the steepest parts of the fold limb.

Similar to other recent studies of folding-related fractures (e.g.
Engelder et al., 1997; Hennings et al., 2000; Bergbauer and Pollard,
2004; Bellahsen et al., 2006; Gross and Eyal, 2007; Olson, 2007),
fracture development at Raplee Ridge cannot be explained with
conceptual models that suggest relatively simple relationships
between structural location on a fold, a local homogeneous stress
state, the mode of fracturing (extension versus shear), and fracture
orientation (Price, 1966; Stearns, 1969; Cosgrove and Ameen,
2000). The documented field relationships support an interpreta-
tion where the stress conditions at particular locations in the fold
changed through time, precluding the use of these conceptual
models that implicitly require temporal consistency of a stress state
at a particular location.

Although we have described sufficient evidence to reject the
hypothesis proposed by Ziony (1966) that Set I fractures on Raplee
Ridge are composed of two conjugate sets that initiated as shear
fractures, we have not rejected this hypothesis for the fractures
elsewhere on the Monument Upwarp. Testing that hypothesis
using the methodology employed here is a goal of future research.

We have inferred much about the history of fracturing and its
relationship to folding at Raplee Ridge from outcrop mapping and
orientation data, but additional inferences are likely to come from
microscopic observations. For example, petrographic and cath-
odoluminescence imaging could reveal new information about
crack-seal behavior in opening mode fractures and brittle deforma-
tion during diagenesis (Milliken and Laubach, 2000; Laubach, 2003;
Laubach et al., 2004). Additional work on the petrography of the
cements and the fluid inclusions therein could help refine the relative
ages of fracturing and fracture reactivation, as well as put constraints
on the burial history of the area (e.g. Laubach and Ward, 2006).

Significant differences in fracture characteristics between
Raplee Ridge and the surrounding Monument Upwarp, as docu-
mented in this study and by Ziony (1966), indicate an important
relationship between the folding event and fracturing. We docu-
ment the presence of a folding-related facture set structurally
associated with the forelimb of the fold and mapping by Ziony
(1966) suggests this association exists at other folds in the region.
The localization of complex fracturing on the forelimb, as well as
the fold-oblique orientation of Set III fractures, raises interesting
mechanical questions for future investigations about the relation-
ship between fracturing and folding of sedimentary layers, slip
between these layers, and possible stresses imposed on those layers
by slip along the underlying fault.
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